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ABSTRACT
Enterprises increasingly use public cloud services for critical busi-
ness needs. However, Internet protocols force clouds to contend
with a lack of control, reducing the speed at which clouds can re-
spond to network problems, the range of solutions they can provide,
and deployment resilience. To overcome this limitation, we present
PAINTER, a system that takes control over which ingress routes
are available and which are chosen to the cloud by leveraging edge
proxies. PAINTER efficiently advertises BGP prefixes, exposing
more concurrent routes than existing solutions to improve latency
and resilience. Compared to existing solutions, PAINTER reduces
path inflation by 75% while using a third of the prefixes of other so-
lutions, avoids 20% more path failures, and chooses ingresses from
the edge at finer time (RTT) and traffic (per-flow) granularities,
enhancing our agility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Everyday business needs that used to run on corporate LANs now
rely on the public Internet, as more businesses depend on the cloud
for services. However, these businesses continue to be plagued by
routing problems and performance bottlenecks anywhere between
clouds, enterprise users, and intermediate ASes. Most of us can
recall the annoyance we feel when a tele-meeting is disrupted by
poor network performance, but now imagine how that occurrence
impacts an entire business that is paying to run many or all its
services on the cloud. The impact of such problems will grow,
as the Networking-as-a-Service market is projected to be a $60B
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Figure 1: A difficult customer problem to avoid.

industry by 2027 [50]. These are urgent problems clouds must solve
for current services, and more critical problems clouds will face as
they offer applications with stricter performance requirements—
augmented reality requires 10 ms latency at 20 Mbps with a 10−6
packet-loss rate [1]. Delivering 5G’s promise of ultra-reliable-low-
latency communication and the Gbps data rates that 5G supports
will similarly place more pressure on clouds [78].

For example, investigation of a recent cloud customer perfor-
mance issue uncovered that traffic from one of their branch offices
in City A took an unusually circuitous anycast path to land at a
distant Azure PoP in City B because one of City A’s regional ISP’s
peering routers failed. Despite the possibility of a policy-compliant
path to City A’s PoP through another ISP (Transit ISP), there was
no mechanism for detecting such paths and re-directing customer
traffic (see Figure 1). Hence Figure 1 labels this path as ‘Unusable’.
Fiddling with route policies and weights to resolve this problem
remained a risky and slow process. This dynamic failure can be
difficult to mitigate and could lead to severe performance problems
for vital customer services.

These problems are hard to avoid because current solutions force
clouds to choose between availability and performance. Clouds
use anycast for availability, but may sometimes use unicast for
performance since anycast can inflate paths [21, 54]. Unicast routing
is enabled by DNS which directs users to different PoPs, but at
coarse granularities (per-recursive resolver), cannot select among
different paths to a single PoP, and cannot react quickly during
failure due to clients/recursives not respecting DNS TTLs [16, 35,
60, 73]. All these limitations of DNS hurt availability. BGP limits
clouds further since it may similarly pick poorly performing paths,
it only exposes one path, and failover between paths is slow [57].

To better equip clouds with tools for offering performant services,
we designed a system—PAINTER (Precise, Agile INgress Traffic En-
gineering & Routing)—that provides a framework for routing user
ingress traffic with precision. PAINTER mitigates network problems
such as path inflation and congestion by intelligently and efficiently
exposing and precisely selecting paths to the cloud.
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PAINTER exposes paths to select from by advertising multiple
prefixes via different subsets of cloud peerings, but it cannot expose
all possible paths since prefix advertisements are expensive andmay
pollute BGP routing tables. Instead, PAINTER computes efficient
prefix to peering allocation strategies that enhance performance
(e.g., by eliminating path inflation) and enhance resilience (e.g., by
providing backup paths). PAINTER limits its impact on BGP routing
tables through prefix reuse—advertising the same prefix via multiple
peerings if PAINTER predicts it will not inflate paths—and learns
better strategies over time.

PAINTER selective advertisements expose the potential for better
performance and reliability, but that potential alone is not enough.
Customer traffic needs to be steered onto these better paths, at a
fine enough granularity to allow each flow to utilize the best path
for it, but current solutions do not suffice to take advantage of these
new opportunities.

Our insight to solve this problem is to leverage clouds increas-
ing access to powerful networking capabilities at the edge of the
Internet. These powerful capabilities include MPTCP proxies [98],
cloud-edge network stacks [5, 41, 44, 68], mobile apps with full
stack control [8, 104], and integrated VPNs such as Apple Private
Relay [48, 84]. Since clouds have invested in extending their reach
into edge networks, there is an opportunity for clouds to enact
fine-grained control over traffic at or close to the client, including
steering traffic onto paths exposed by PAINTER. PAINTER is there-
fore the combination of path exposure with the use of edge presence
to select among paths at fine granularities.

In this paper we focus on one particular type of edge presence
to exert fine-grained control, cloud-edge network stacks, which are
software stacks in enterprise networks that enable cloud-based net-
working solutions. For example, major clouds offer direct integra-
tion with on-premise network management devices [5, 41, 44, 68].
We found this type of edge presence to be the most deployable,
most powerful solution for clouds like Azure (more details in Sec-
tion 5.2.1). However, PAINTER could use other edge presences such
as MPTCP-enabled clients [45] (§3.2).

In summary, PAINTER’s design provides two key contributions.
First, it provides a path exposure framework which (when paired
with traffic steering) mitigates network problems such as path infla-
tion and congestion; and second, it provides a practical deployment
strategy—situating it in cloud-edge network stacks—which lets
clouds precisely steer traffic over paths on a per-flow basis. These
contributions independently provide improvements over current
best practices and together provide more benefit than either of
them alone.

We demonstrate the utility of PAINTER using both prototypes and
measurement-driven evaluations that quantify PAINTER’s benefits
compared to other solutions. Measurements are from hundreds of
thousands of user networks to two global cloud deployments, each
of which has thousands of peerings. We measure from Azure and
RIPE Atlas [93], and build a prototype using the PEERING testbed
[85], which is now deployed at 25 Vultr cloud locations [103]. Vultr
is a global public cloud that allows us to issue BGP advertisements
to its peers/providers.

We show that PAINTER’s advertisement strategies offer persistent
latency improvements to users and use fewer prefixes (less routing
table impact) than other solutions (§5.1), which stem from its intelli-
gent decisions about which peers/providers to advertise prefixes to

and when to reuse prefixes. We demonstrate that PAINTER’s adver-
tisement strategies can reduce path inflation by 60 ms on average
for thousands of networks, and that these strategies maintain these
benefits for at least a month. PAINTER intelligently improves its
strategies over time, by observing how clients route to deployments.
PAINTER’s advertisement strategies expose more paths to the cloud
than alternate solutions such as SD-WAN with multihoming (at least
23 for most networks), and so offer more resilience to 20% more
path failures (§5.2.4).

We show PAINTER’s steering mechanism is far more deploy-
able than other solutions (§5.2) and that this mechanism steers
traffic at finer (per-flow) granularities than other steering mecha-
nisms (DNS/BGP updates) [23, 82]. Even using the finest control
knobs available, these other steering solutions shift traffic at coarse
granularities that negate half the benefits of PAINTER’s selective
advertisements (§5.2.2). Our prototype on the PEERING testbed
[85] demonstrates a helpful use case of PAINTER that these other
approaches fail to address—failover at RTT-timescales (§5.2.3).

PAINTER couples cloud-side intelligent advertisements to expose
diverse, high-performance paths with client-side fine-grained se-
lection from these paths to practically achieve more control over
routing than has traditionally been possible in the interdomain
setting. Whereas optimal routes can2 be computed, installed, and
selected directly in single-domain settings, the interdomain setting
traditionally divided decisions among distinct entities, each lacking
global visibility and together lacking coordination, limiting solu-
tions. Having this enhanced control over more legs of the routing
decision is imperative to offering richer networked applications
[72, 78]. We see PAINTER as the first in an approaching wave of sys-
tems that uses enhanced traffic control in the interdomain setting to
provide the high-performance, Internet-scale systems of tomorrow.

Ethics. We use anonymized traces from residential buildings
managed by Columbia University to motivate our system. Before
data collection, our data collection protocol underwent formal In-
stitutional Review Board (IRB) review and was declared exempt
as non-human-subjects research. It was reviewed and approved
by the university IT department’s security and privacy team and
networking team. We follow established practices to anonymize
all PII and securely store data [53]. More information about this
process is in Appendix A. This work raises no other ethical issues.

2 MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES
2.1 Modern Enterprises, Old Protocols
Even though paths to the cloud are often low latency [29, 72] and
near-optimal [21, 54, 56], occasional networking problems still af-
fect critical enterprise operations (e.g., Fig. 1). Such problems are
not new, but two trends make them increasingly salient for clouds
offering enterprise products (i.e., enterprise clouds).

First, critical business needs that would traditionally be on-
premises such as network management and file storage are increas-
ingly outsourced to enterprise clouds. The virtual WAN in Figure 2
demonstrates the degree to which themodern enterprise can be inte-
grated with the cloud. This enterprise has a virtual corporate WAN,
which uses the cloud’s connectivity, physical infrastructure, and
security to connect regional branch offices, HQ, and remote employ-
ees to each other. On top of this networked structure, the enterprise
can use cloud services such as teleconferencing to have meetings
or distributed databases to track sales. Management points such as
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Figure 2: Modern enterprise integration with the cloud.

VPN middleboxes and SD-WANs running cloud network stacks act
as traffic choke points where operators can enact policy on traffic.

Second, trends in application usage suggest ingress (i.e., towards
the cloud) traffic may impact user experience more than before. The
rise in video conferencing traffic during the pandemic observed
both in the literature [33, 63] and in Azure’s traffic logs has already
made this trend clear. Moreover, new 5G applications have the
potential to drive massive amounts of traffic to the cloud with
tighter performance requirements [72, 78]. For example, US mobile
providers actively collaborate with clouds to provide 5G network
functions [12, 42, 69, 77, 91]. These application workloads differ
greatly from traditional web trafficwhichwas cacheable and heavily
biased towards egress. Collectively, these trends mean that paths to
the cloud must meet increasingly strict performance requirements.

Faced with needing to meet tighter performance guarantees,
clouds find themselves severely limited by how traffic is mapped
onto Internet paths. First, cloud services are mapped to hostnames,
effectively outsourcing traffic management to client DNS resolvers
and caches. Resolvers and caches map to IP addresses via the DNS
protocol, limiting cloud traffic management to the granularity of
hostname, client recursive resolver, and DNS record TTL (or even
worse—see Section 2.2). Finally, IP addresses are mapped to Internet
paths via BGP which is not performance-aware and is slow to recon-
verge after failure [116]. These factors combine to form a mapping
process that is coarse, slow to react, and often not performant.

2.2 Insufficiencies of Existing Techniques
IP Anycast and/or DNS. IP anycast is an approach to routing

where distinct PoPs all advertise the same IP prefixes. This strategy
is used by clouds and CDNs for its simplicity and resilience [21, 25,
40, 74, 79, 101]. Anycast offers limited control over paths, leading
to path inflation or unpredictable mappings from clients to PoPs (as
evidenced in our aforementioned customer issues) [21, 54, 59, 64],
so some deployments use tailored DNS records to expose more
paths and return a specific DNS record to recursive resolvers to
send users to an optimal PoP [23, 76, 87].

However, using this DNS deployment either separate from or on
top of an anycast deployment [21, 66, 111] to expose more paths
leads to reliability problems. Recursive resolvers serve large popu-
lations of users who may benefit from finer redirection [23], and
DNS records are hard to update quickly since records live in caches
for a long time. Prior work demonstrates that many flows start after
the corresponding DNS record has expired [16, 35, 60, 73], leaving
these flows outside the control of the cloud to steer based on per-
formance, availability, or load-balancing. However, the situation is
even bleaker than this work suggests. Even flows that start while
a DNS record is valid may be extant after DNS expiration, further
restricting cloud control over traffic.
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Figure 3: Of all traffic sent to Cloud A, 80% is sent at least 5 minutes
after TTL expiration.

Our analysis captures the impact of flows that send traffic after
the DNS record has expired. We find that most traffic to some
clouds is sent to addresses from expired DNS records. Our analysis
used anonymized residential traffic and matched observed DNS
queries to observed flows as in prior work [4]. More about our DNS
measurement and analysis pipeline are in Appendix A.

Figure 3 shows that, out of all the traffic sent to one of the three
largest clouds, 80% still uses the old DNS record five minutes after
TTL expiration, whereas routes change and failures occur at second
timescales. Although less extreme, 20% of traffic is sent to the other
two clouds at least a minute after the DNS record directing it expires.
Traffic continues to use IP addresses from expired DNS records both
because flows live past record expiration, and because clients cache
the IP addresses and start new flows after the TTLs expire (we
observed roughly a 2:1 ratio, respectively).

Hence, clouds have limited ability to quickly update paths that
traffic takes to their networks in the face of sudden performance
changes or failures.

Existing Commercial Products. Several companies have products
targeted at enterprise networks that offer improved network per-
formance [2, 27, 49, 96], which may use a combination of overlay
routing (with PoPs/datacenters as overlay nodes) and multihoming
(if enterprises have multiple ISPs). In particular, SD-WAN devices
can select among a multihomed enterprises’ different ISPs to op-
timize latency [90] which, by itself, does not solve our problem
and has been around for decades [3]. We compare our proposal
to an SD-WAN multihoming solution in Section 5.2.4. Products that
use overlay routing cannot use different paths between users and
the cloud since, in those products, variation comes from choosing
existing paths through cloud WANs. Those products can therefore
solve a different set of problems such as optimizing existing routes
between branch offices. Other companies such as Megaport [67]
claim to offer better routes between enterprises and the cloud, but
enterprises still use DNS/BGP to reach these third parties and thus
this solution suffers from the limitations of those protocols.

2.3 Opportunity: Cloud Control at the Edge
Current solutions to directing traffic suffer from a lack of control
(§2.2), but new deployment trends could expose solutions that offer
clouds precise traffic control.

Internet practitioners have recognized that fine-grained traffic
control capabilities help offer richer network support and features.
Traditionally, these capabilities have been implemented through
traffic control points in or near the source. For example, operators
can use SD-WAN to enact policy on corporate traffic and ensure the
network security of corporate WANs.

The difference today is that clouds have extended their presence
into the edge, offering them more access to these and other new
control points—networking-as-a-service devices such as SD-WAN



[14, 102], cloud-edge network stacks [5, 41, 44, 68], recent OS ver-
sions that give application developers more control over the net-
work stack (e.g.,MPTCP/MPQUIC, the Skype app) [7, 8, 11, 31, 47,
51, 98, 104, 114], and integrated VPNs such as Apple Private Relay
[48, 84]. We refer to all these technologies as edge proxies, as they
all allow clouds to exert more direct control over traffic.

For our setting (enterprise cloud) in particular, cloud-edge net-
work stacks offer a uniquely powerful traffic control point. These
control points may exist on customer-owned SD-WAN devices or
devices provided by the cloud, are physically inside enterprise
premises, are managed by enterprises, and enact networking poli-
cies on user traffic. Our insight is that clouds should extend their
reach via cloud-edge network stacks since they are designed to
enact policy on traffic, since these stacks already use software
frameworks integrated with the cloud [5, 41, 44, 68], and since both
parties (enterprise and cloud) would benefit from this synergy.

2.4 Key Challenges
Realizing a solution that overcomes the limitations of current pro-
tocols (§2.1) comes with three key challenges.

It is hard to deploy solutions. To overcome the limitations
of BGP and DNS, we require fine-grained traffic control. The Path-
Aware Networking research group (PAN-RG) [46] has characterized
sets of networking solutions that offer fine-grained traffic control.
Theworking group identified the key requirements to deploying suc-
cessful intelligent routing solutions as requiring no major changes
to ISP operations, working with all network hardware, being im-
mediately partially deployable, and providing incentives for both
operator and innovator.

That these are formidable challenges to overcome is evidenced
by a lack of widely deployed solutions to the problem. Others have
recognized the limitations of BGP and DNS and proposed various
solutions [7, 55, 59, 80, 104, 108, 109, 114], but these solutions are
not widely deployed.

We cannot make every route available. Making every route
available to clients would let them choose the best routes, improving
performance. However, BGP exports best paths per IP prefix and
so some options are lost as advertisements travel from the cloud to
edge networks. Clouds could bypass this limitation if they advertise
more prefixes, one per path, except that each advertisement comes
with a cost. Advertisement cost comes from the cost of IPv4 prefixes
(often much more than $20k per /24 [75]) and their impact on global
BGP routing tables.

BGP routing tables are growing for both v4 and v6 address spaces
[43], for which the only solutions are to reject advertisements (bad)
or to buy expensive routers (also bad) [15]. The importance of this
problem is evidenced by the large body of research on compressing
routing tables [10, 24, 95, 99]. Moreover, other work proposes adver-
tising multiple prefixes to enhance performance [17, 97, 100, 111]
so in the future it may be imperative for all networks to balance
their individual goals (e.g., enhancing performance) with the good
of the Internet (minimizing BGP table impact).

Using IPv6 does not work for two reasons: first, IPv6 peering
is less common than IPv4 according to Azure’s BGP data, so we
cannot expose all the paths, and, second, routers can store 8× fewer
IPv6 addresses than IPv4 addresses [30].

We do not know which routes to make available. Advertis-
ing multiple prefixes to expose multiple routes is promising, but
we just argued that we cannot make all routes available. Since we

can only make a limited set of routes available, and since the same
routes may not be equally beneficial for all clients, we have to find
the optimal subset of routes to make available that balance our
goals of minimizing cost and improving performance. Finding this
subset is a challenging combinatorial optimization problem whose
complexity grows exponentially with the number of peerings, and
whose objective function can only be measured infrequently (see
Section 3.1 for more details).

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
PAINTER (Precise, Agile INgress Traffic Engineering & Rout-
ing), summarized in Figure 4, consists of the Advertisement
Orchestrator (§3.1) and the Traffic Manager (§3.2). The
Advertisement Orchestrator exposes performant paths to users
by advertising multiple prefixes via different peerings (2.2.2.0/24
and 3.3.3.0/24 in Figure 4, see Section 3.1 for more details) and
the Traffic Manager tunnels traffic along best paths at fine
traffic granularities (§3.2). Azure still advertises the anycast prefix
(1.1.1.0/24 in Figure 4) since anycast offers low latency for most
users [21, 54].

We designed PAINTER to be a service run by Azure, with nodes
in edge proxies that we call TM-Edges and nodes in Azure PoPs
that we call TM-PoPs. We collectively refer to all TM-Edges and
TM-PoPs as the Traffic Manager. The edge proxy can be any
technology that enables Azure to select from multiple tunnels at
fine granularity (§2.3), but we believe cloud-edge network stacks are
the most sensible proxy technology for our setting (§3.2). TM-PoP
can be integrated with Azure front-ends in PoPs. Front-ends are
entry-points into Azure’s network, perform some caching, and
terminate TCP connections.

Cloud tenants are oblivious to Advertisement Orchestrator
advertisements since traffic is tunneled between TM-Edges and
TM-PoPs—tenants always direct traffic towards the anycast prefix.

3.1 Advertisement Orchestrator
Overview of Mechanism. Since BGP decides paths on a per-prefix

basis, and since different ISPs may select paths in different ways,
advertisingmultiple prefixes to different peers/providers can expose
more paths, some of which can be more performant. We use this
mechanism to mitigate path inflation and congestion.

However, as discussed in Section 2.4, we have to find a good
subset of paths to expose. To maximize the benefit from a limited set
of prefixes, the Advertisement Orchestrator advertises prefixes
via multiple peerings (which we call prefix reuse) when it predicts
that reuse will not hurt performance of other traffic. We define
benefit as latency improvement over anycast, although computed
strategies also implicitly offer added resilience (§5.2.4). One could
use PAINTER to optimize any function of latency; here, we choose
minimum latency over several measurements to approximate path
propagation delay.

Since finding the optimal subset of paths to expose is a challeng-
ing optimization problem, our algorithm greedily computes which
prefixes to advertise via which peerings in a way that minimizes
average latency over Azure traffic. However, there is a chance that,
after computing strategies and conducting BGP advertisements,
users ingress at peerings that offer sub-optimal performance (akin to
path inflation [92]). Over time the Advertisement Orchestrator
learns from these instances of poor routing, computing strategies
that get more benefit with fewer prefixes with each iteration.
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Unicast vs Anycast. Anycast commonly refers to announcing the
same prefix via all PoPs and all peerings while unicast often refers to
announcing the same prefix via one PoP via all peerings at that PoP
[21, 116]. The Advertisement Orchestrator, however, may ad-
vertise a single prefix from multiple PoPs via a small subset of peer-
ings at each PoP. Therefore the Advertisement Orchestrator’s
announcements do not fit nicely into either of these classifications,
but we sometimes refer to them as unicast announcements to distin-
guish them from anycast and since unicast is commonly understood
terminology. Prior work referred to advertisements to a subset of
peerings as anycast [111].

Maximizing Benefit. We model an advertisement configuration
A as a set of ⟨peering, prefix⟩ pairs where ⟨peering, prefix⟩
∈ A means we advertise that prefix via that peering. More complex
advertisement configurations (e.g., BGP community tagging) are
out of the scope of this paper. To simplify calculation, we logically
group users in the same AS and large metropolitan area, referring
to each group as a UG (user group), which is how Azure sometimes
groups users for use cases such as monitoring performance.

Given a budget of prefixes, we seek an advertisement configura-
tion A that maximizes benefit relative to a default anycast configu-
ration, D, which is given by

𝐵(𝐴;𝐷) =
∑︁
UG

𝑤 (UG) · 𝐼 (𝐴, UG;𝐷) (1)

where w(UG) is the weight (e.g., traffic volume) of UG and
I (A, UG;D) is the improvement users in UG see under advertisement
configuration A compared to configuration D. Improvement
is latency from the advertisement compared to anycast. Since
PAINTER can steer UG𝑠 with fine-grained control and includes
anycast as an option, all UG𝑠 will have non-negative benefit over
anycast.

Given the problem setup, we next describe how PAINTER solves
this problem—i.e., (1) how it models improvement, and (2) how it
finds a maximizer of Equation (1).

Modeling Advertisement Improvement. PAINTER models (rather
than directly measures) improvement associated with advertise-
ment configurations since testing every configuration takes too
long. Since we cannot measure all configurations, we use heuristics

to predict the latency from UG𝑠 to Azure ingresses, and correct incor-
rect heuristics over time. TM-Edges (§3.2) conduct measurements.
An ingress for a BGP peering is where traffic enters if Azure were
to advertise a prefix solely via that peering.

We first compute possible ingresses for UG𝑠 . To determine
whether an ingress is (very likely) a policy-compliant ingress
for a UG—that is, which peerings each UG can reach according to
routing policy—we inspect BGP routes, since BGP routes by nature
encode policy-compliant routes, and derive policy-compliant
ingresses in two ways. We first check Azure BGP feeds and say an
ingress for a UG is policy-compliant if UG prefixes are announced
over that peering (assuming the common case that a path that is
policy-compliant in one direction also is in the opposite direction).
To check for more policy-compliant ingresses, we then derive
customer cones of each peer using ProbLink AS relationships [52]
and Azure BGP feeds. An AS is in the customer cone of an Azure
peer if the AS can reach the peer by following a series of customer
to provider links [61]. By definition ASes will carry traffic from
their customer cones to any destination, so if a UG’s AS is in the
customer cone of a peer, we call that ingress policy-compliant
for that UG. Finally, we add all UG𝑠 to customer cones of Azure
transit providers. To validate inferences about which ingresses are
policy-compliant, we inspect millions of traceroutes from Azure
clients and find that only 4% violate our assumptions.

We assume we have access to a system that measures latencies
from UG𝑠 to each policy-compliant ingress individually (there are
many examples in the literature [22, 32, 56, 111]). Hence, to pre-
dict UG latency we predict the ingress. We detail our measurement
methodology in Section 5.1.

Since it is difficult to predict ingresses [64, 111], we make as-
sumptions (detailed below) about UG ingresses and, in cases with
uncertainty, assume all policy-compliant ingresses are equally likely.
We then learn from incorrect assumptions over time. For each cloud
prefix we calculate the average latency across all policy-compliant
ingresses, and, since PAINTER can choose the best prefixes, wemodel
improvement as the highest average improvement over the current
configuration (Eq. (2)).



In cases where, to reach a prefix, a UG has two or more policy-
compliant ingresses, we exclude ingresses that fall into two cate-
gories: first, we exclude ingresses for a UG that have a lower prefer-
ence than other ingresses, where preferences are learned from past
advertisements. For example, given that a previous advertisement
advertised the same prefix to ISP A at a Tokyo PoP and ISP B at a
Miami PoP and a UG in Miami routed to the prefix through Tokyo,
we would exclude the ISP B at Atlanta from UG latency predictions
in future calculations for that UG involving both ISPs. This infor-
mation is valuable since the UG in Atlanta ostensibly has very poor
performance to Tokyo. As we incorporate more observations over
time, the Advertisement Orchestrator learns better advertise-
ment strategies (§5.1). Preference models of routing are used in
prior work [111].

Second, we exclude ingresses that would result in a UG reaching
an Azure PoP more than Dreuse km (reuse distance) from the closest
PoP advertising that prefix, as prior work found large path inflation
is rare [21, 54]. Dreuse is a configurable parameter. For example,
given that we advertise a prefix at a Central US PoP and a Tokyo
PoP, we assume a UG near Eastern US (1,500 km to Central US,
11,200 km to Tokyo) would reach the Central US PoP so long as
Dreuse < 11,200 - 1,500 = 9,700 km.

Increasing Dreuse leads to fewer incorrect assumptions, but limits
howmuchwe can reuse a prefix since greaterDreuse tends to require
more physical distance between ingresses. Hence, Dreuse represents
a tradeoff between greater prefix reusability (saving cost) and more
learning iterations (saving time). We explicitly quantify this tradeoff
in Appendix E.2.

To summarize, predicted improvement relative to the current
configuration D can be written as

𝐼 (𝐴, UG;𝐷) = max
𝑃 ∈𝒫
( min
𝑃 ′∈𝒫

E𝐷 (𝑙 (UG, 𝑃 ′))) − E𝐴 (𝑙 (UG, 𝑃)) (2)

where 𝒫 is the set of prefixes being advertised, and E𝐴 (𝑙 (UG, 𝑃) is
the expected latency from UG to P over policy-compliant ingresses
under advertisement configuration A. For a given UG and configura-
tion, PAINTER can select the prefix P that yields the lowest latency,
and so the improvement compares the lowest latency prefix P ′ in
the current configuration to the prefix P in the candidate configu-
ration A that yields the biggest improvement.

As described above, our expectation assumes all policy-
compliant ingresses are equally likely unless they are a lower
preference than other active ingresses or they result in more than
Dreuse inflation for UG𝑠 in which case they have zero likelihood;
hence, the expectation operator varies with UG and as we learn
more about UG preferences. We do not consider that prefix for a
UG if a UG does not have a policy-compliant ingress for that prefix.
The tilde above I emphasizes that Equation (2) approximates true
improvement in Equation (1) due to this expectation.

Solving For Optimal Advertisement Configurations. Summarizing,
we wish to maximize Equation (1), which we model using Equa-
tion (2). Maximizing Equation (1) by exhaustive enumeration is
infeasible since the number of advertisement configurations grows
exponentially with prefix budget, and since it takes time to test
each configuration to avoid route flap damping, so PAINTER greed-
ily allocates prefixes to peerings to maximize benefit. Algorithm 1
summarizes how we choose advertisements. The Advertisement
Orchestrator would install computed configurations at Azure

PoPs, and notify the Traffic Manager about available prefixes via
a control channel.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for selecting advertisements.
Input Prefix Budget PB, minimum reuse distance 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑢𝑠𝑒

𝑅𝑀 ← [] ⊲ Routing model—how users route to deployment
while 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 do ⊲ Terminate learning when little marginal benefit increase

𝐶𝐶← [] ⊲ Stores current configuration
for 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑃𝐵) do ⊲ Each prefix in the budget

while𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 do ⊲ Advertise this prefix across many peerings
𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠← 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐_𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑀) ⊲ Equation 2
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠← 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) ⊲ Rank
𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔← 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 ⊲ Can we find a peering?
for 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 do ⊲ Greedy search

𝑁𝑃 ← (𝑝,𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) ⊲ Proposed new prefix,peering
if 𝐵 (𝑁𝑃 ;𝐶𝐶) > 0 then ⊲ Require positive benefit.

𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔←𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 ⊲ Choose this one
𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘

end if
end for
if 𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑_𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 then ⊲ Found peering to advertise prefix to

𝐶𝐶.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑁𝑃 ) ⊲ Advertise prefix to new peering
else ⊲ No beneficial peerings

𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 ⊲ Move to the next prefix
end if

end while
end for
𝑅𝑀 ← 𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑒_𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐶𝐶) ⊲ Advertise CC and update routing model

end while
return CC

Algorithm 1 takes two hyperparameters: the minimum reuse
distance, Dreuse , which implicitly affects improvement calculations
(Eq. (2)), and a prefix budget PB.

At each iteration of the outermost loop in Algorithm 1, PAINTER
computes and conducts an advertisement strategy. PAINTER mea-
sures which of its assumptions about how UG𝑠 are routed to in-
gresses were incorrect, and incorporates this information into fu-
ture loop iterations. We abstract this information as a “routing
model” object in Algorithm 1. We manually terminate this learn-
ing process after seeing the marginal benefit from more learning
iterations fall below a threshold.

At each iteration of the second loop in Algorithm 1, PAINTER
tries to advertise a prefix via as many peerings as possible. PAINTER
considers adding peerings in ranked order of estimated improve-
ments relative to the current configuration (Eq. (2)). We add a
⟨peering, prefix⟩ pair to the current configuration if the adver-
tisement provides positive benefit (Eq. (1)). Advertising the same
prefix via multiple peerings (prefix reuse) allows us to accumulate
benefit without quickly exhausting our prefix budget. However,
prefix reuse can lower expected improvement for certain UG𝑠 if the
reuse introduces worse paths for some UG𝑠 . When the expected
marginal improvement for a prefix is non-positive, we continue to
the next prefix, and so on, until our prefix budget is exhausted.

After computing the configuration, PAINTER advertises the con-
figuration to peers and measures new ingresses/latencies to update
its routing model. Over learning iterations, the Advertisement
Orchestrator learns which assumptions about UG ingresses were
incorrect and incorporates these into benefit estimates via the rout-
ing model (Eq. (1)). Hence, each successive advertisement configu-
ration tends to yield greater benefits with fewer prefixes.

Algorithm 1’s complexity grows quadratically with the number
of ingresses, linearly with the number of UG𝑠 , and linearly with
the number of learning iterations. In practice, computation and
convergence are fast (§4).
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Figure 5: PAINTER prototype deployed globally at Vultr’s PoPs, and
UG𝑠 we probed.

3.2 Traffic Manager
For our setting, cloud-edge network stacks are the most sensible
form of edge proxy in which to situate PAINTER since they provide
compute, already perform networking decisions/operations, and
reside close to/inside of edge networks. Cloud-edge network stacks
can enact routing policy solely using existing hardware, facilitating
deployment. Situating TM-Edge here allows clouds to iterate on
system versions with existing software frameworks.

Resolving Available Prefixes. Each TM-Edge may send traffic to
many TM-PoPs. TM-Edge resolves the set of available TM-PoPs via
communication with an Azure service. TM-Edge queries TM-PoP
for the available set of ingress IP addresses (i.e., destinations) for
each service (corresponding to possibly different paths). Available
destinations are computed by the Advertisement Orchestrator
in Algorithm 1. Upon establishing tunnels with each available des-
tination, each TM-Edge identifies the TM-PoP it communicates with
along that tunnel. Hence, each TM-Edge maintains a mapping of
destination prefixes to PoPs (which is difficult to compute apriori, as
prefixes may be advertised via multiple peerings at multiple PoPs).
Although a TM-Edge may have paths to every TM-PoP, available
PoPs may vary depending on the service since each service may
only be served from certain PoPs or regions.

Selecting Destinations andMapping Flows. Given a set of available
destinations (prefixes), the Traffic Manager can use different
destination selection policies according to enterprise network or
service goals. (We do not innovate in this space.) We follow high-
level lessons from prior work about how to select destinations to
avoid oscillations [38].

As the Traffic Manager continuously measures and selects the
best destination, it directs new flows toward this destination. Once
the Traffic Manager maps a flow (5-tuple) to a TM-PoP (i.e., PoP),
the mapping is immutable for the lifetime of that flow. This design
decision limits flexibility, but also prevents loss of connection state
and subsequent performance problems for the user without needing
to design a connection-handover system [13, 106].

3.3 PAINTER Limitations
PAINTER does not solve all performance and reliability problems
faced by Azure. PAINTER cannot avoid performance problems or
failure shared by all paths to Azure (e.g., if the problem is due to an
enterprise’s single ISP), problems in the egress direction (although
those are addressed by prior work [58, 87, 110]), and only works
for traffic controllable by a TM-Edge. Moreover, PAINTER cannot
mitigate problems at the application layer (other existing systems
are designed to detect application layer failure [18]).

4 PAINTER IMPLEMENTATION
Advertisement Orchestrator. The Advertisement

Orchestrator takes measurements from TM-Edges and hyperpa-
rameters as inputs (see algorithm 1) and installs advertisement
configurations. The Advertisement Orchestrator computes
configurations at a rate of approximately 30 seconds per prefix
where calculations include thousands of ingresses and tens of
thousands of UG𝑠 . Configurations need not change often (§5.1).

Despite the algorithm having a running time that is quadratic
in the number of ingresses, in practice the implementation runs
quickly (30 seconds), especially relative to how often it has to run
(Section 5.1.3 shows that it need only be run monthly). Quick run-
times are due to the nature of UG connectivity, and implementation
optimizations. For example, UG𝑠 tend to have paths via a relatively
small fraction of ingresses, speeding up computation.

We prototype the Advertisement Orchestrator on the PEER-
ING testbed [85], which is now deployed at Vultr cloud locations
[103]. Vultr is a global cloud that allows tenants to announce their
own IP prefixes from Vultr, letting us emulate the control we would
have if we were the cloud offering PAINTER. Our prototype uses 25
Vultr PoPs on 6 continents with 5,000 neighbor ASes and 9,000 in-
gresses (Fig. 5), offering us a rich platform for testing advertisement
strategies.

We also implement a partial Advertisement Orchestrator
prototype on Azure. We could not change BGP announcements
from Azure for operational reasons, nor could we conduct measure-
ments to all UG𝑠 . Instead, we use a combination of real and simulated
measurements to evaluate the Advertisement Orchestrator on
Azure—we detail this methodology in Section 5.1. Azure is a global
cloud with 200 data centers interconnected by 175,000 miles of lit
fiber whose traffic is managed by a software-defined WAN [70].
Traffic enters and leaves Azure’s WAN through roughly 200 PoPs
which are often in major metropolitan areas [70]. Azure’s WAN
connects PoPs to data centers. PoPs also have peering routers which
connect Azure to more than 4,000 networks [71] Some networks
connect at multiple PoPs, most only at one [9].

Traffic Manager. The Traffic Manager steers traffic between
TM-Edges in edge proxies and TM-PoPs at Azure PoPs. We proto-
typed the Traffic Manager on cloud VMs using a lightly modified
version of FlexiWAN [36] since it is open source and works on com-
mon cloud VMs. A key difference between our solution and typical
SD-WAN use is how tunnels are configured. We configure multiple
tunnels between the same two physical endpoints using addresses
from different IP prefixes, which is not a common configuration
for SD-WAN as SD-WAN would not benefit from such a configuration
without an Advertisement Orchestrator. We more thoroughly
describe how tunneling works in Appendix D.

5 PAINTER EVALUATION
We thoroughly evaluate PAINTER on many dimensions. Perhaps
most importantly, we deploy a functional prototype on a public
cloud and achieve an average latency improvement of 60 ms across
thousands of UG𝑠 (§5.1, Fig. 6b). We also show that the Traffic
Manager fails over from a unicast path to a backup at RTT timescales
using our prototype (§5.2.3, Fig. 10).
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Figure 6: PAINTER achieves more benefit with less budget compared to other advertisement strategies shown using simulated measurements
from Azure (6a) and from an actual global cloud (6b). PAINTER learns from incorrect assumptions over iterations (6c). Shaded regions show
PAINTER’s uncertainty prior to testing a strategy.

5.1 Advertisement Orchestrator

5.1.1 Measurements
We evaluated the Advertisement Orchestrator in two settings:
first, in a simulation using Azure measurements to assess how the
Advertisement Orchestrator scales, and second in a prototype
on PEERING (§4) to assess how the Advertisement Orchestrator
performs in the wild. We measure all targets using ping 7 times and
compute minimum latencies to approximate propagation delay.

Azure Measurements. We could not test our advertisements
on Azure due to operational reasons, so we estimated the latency
UG𝑠 would experience to Azure ingresses and computed a range of
latencies UG𝑠 could experience to each prefix. To estimate the latency
UG𝑠 would experience through an ingress to a prefix, we measure
latency from UG𝑠 to either (a) the corresponding peering subnet or,
when that is not possible, (b) an IP address in the peer/provider’s
IP space geolocated to within GP km (geo-precision, configurable)
of the associated PoP. We verify IP address locations using speed of
light constraints from RIPE Atlas probes [93] with known locations.

We use RIPE Atlas probes to measure latencies to Azure
peerings. Considering paths from all UG𝑠 to Azure through all
policy-compliant peerings, we were able to obtain measurement
targets corresponding to 80.6% of Azure user traffic when GP = 450
km. Specifically, we counted all policy-compliant ⟨UG, ingress⟩s,
weighted by UG traffic volume (counting all geographically
proximal, policy-compliant ingresses for a UG as equally likely).
(We more thoroughly discuss and validate our heuristic for
estimating latency in Appendix B and verify that this measurement
heuristic for predicting latency through ingresses agrees with
the actual latency to within 2 ms for most cases where we were
able to measure both, suggesting that our measurement heuristic
estimates latency with sufficient accuracy.) We found 450 km to be
a good tradeoff between coverage and accuracy.

We measure latency from probes to all their policy-compliant
ingresses (§3.1). We group measurements from RIPE Atlas probes in
the same UG, yielding measurements from 4k UG𝑠 . Since RIPE Atlas
covers a relatively small number of UG𝑠 (only 47% of Azure traffic
volume), we then simulate measurements using a methodology
that extrapolates RIPE Atlas ingress latencies to nearby UG𝑠 that do
not house RIPE Atlas probes. Our simulated measurements assume
users in the same location have the same mean latency to Azure
and the same distribution of relative latencies along alternate paths
to Azure. (Not the same latencies, just the same distribution of
latencies.) Extending our measurements helps us observe conver-
gence/scaling properties that are only visible using measurements

from all UG𝑠 . We describe our simulation methodology in Appen-
dix C. Simulated measurements are from hundreds of thousands of
UG𝑠 to thousands of ingresses.

PEERINGMeasurements. For our PEERING prototype (§4), we
measured client latencies by pinging clients from the deployment
as in prior work [32, 111]. We do not need to estimate latency here
since we can conduct actual advertisements with our prototype.
We measure from PEERING to 40k UG𝑠 . From our measurements,
latency gains are heavily concentrated among its ingresses—we
only saw latency improvement for approximately 8k UG𝑠 through
250 out of 9,000 ingresses which were mostly transit providers. We
show the global scale of both our deployment and UG𝑠 with which
we evaluated PAINTER in Figure 5.

5.1.2 Efficiently Maximizing Benefit
Methodology. We first compare our ability to efficiently improve
latency to other advertisement strategies used by clouds. We con-
sider (a) announcing regional prefixes to transit providers since
Azure makes regional advertisements for services in some regions
to transit providers to enable multiple route offerings for customers,
and (b) assigning each PoP its own prefix that it announces to all
peerings (One per PoP) since prior work explored using per-PoP
announcements to lower latency [21, 111]. In practice, regional
offered little to no latency benefit over anycast so we do not include
it in figures. To the best of our knowledge, these strategies comprise
the state-of-practice.

In addition to these practical/studied configurations, we also
compare PAINTER to two hypothetical ones: one that advertises a
single prefix at each PoP, but allows prefix reuse when PoPs are
more than Dreuse km apart (One per PoP w/ Reuse), and one that
advertises a unique prefix across each peering (One per Peering).
We set Dreuse = 3,000 km. The One per Peering strategy uses many
prefixes to realize benefit, but is guaranteed provides all the benefit
since all UG𝑠 have a route to their best ingress.

For each strategy, we compute a range of possible latency ben-
efits since UG𝑠 may have several possible ingresses for a prefix.
Using this range of improvements, we compute an estimated im-
provement, which uses the fact that inflated paths to far-away PoPs
are less likely. We compute a weighted average of benefit over
possible ingresses, where the weights correspond to approximate
probabilities that paths are inflated by corresponding amounts. (We
calculate probabilities from Azure’s inflation data.) Prefix budgets
are reported as a percent of the number of ingresses, since adver-
tising a unique prefix via each ingress would trivially give UG𝑠 all
the latency benefit since it would expose all the paths.

Results. Figure 6a shows the estimated benefit each strategy
attains as a percent of the total possible benefit (Eq. (1)) as the



prefix budget varies on Azure’s deployment, demonstrating that
PAINTER finds advertisement strategies for Azure that give far more
benefit than other advertisement strategies at each prefix budget.
We show the entire range of possible benefits for PAINTER since
the range is small, and for One per Peering since that strategy has
no uncertainty. Including ranges of possible benefit for solutions
with high uncertainty renders the graph difficult to read and so
those ranges are shown in Appendix E.1. We show benefit as a
percent of the total possible for anonymity. For example, 50% benefit
corresponds to UG𝑠 achieving half the total possible latency decrease
over anycast, on average.

The One per PoP w/Reuse and One per PoP strategies do not
consider advertising different prefixes to different peerings at a
single PoP, so both strategies fail to uncover the routes necessary
to offer as good estimated benefits as PAINTER. In practice, this
means UG𝑠 have several policy-compliant ingress options at each
PoP which leads to low expected benefit, even though all peerings
are covered with very few prefixes. PAINTER saves 3× the number
of prefixes as One per Peering at 75% benefit due to prefix reuse.

Figure 6b plots average latency improvement over clients that
have non-zero improvement for our prototype on PEERING (§4),
demonstrating that the Advertisement Orchestrator also per-
forms well on real Internet paths. To attain 90% of the benefit (54
ms average), PAINTER uses roughly 10% as many prefixes as the
next-best strategy (One per Peering). After convergence, 25 pre-
fixes was enough to achieve more than 99% of the benefit. Figure 6c
demonstrates that it took a few iterations for PAINTER to realize
these benefits—as PAINTER learned from incorrect assumptions
about client ingresses, it was able to find drastically better adver-
tisement strategies. Shaded regions show uncertainty before testing
strategies, where the narrowing darker region demonstrates that
we gain confidence that our strategies perform well over time, go-
ing from 44 ms uncertainty to 8 ms. For example, PAINTER quickly
learned that many New York users preferred an ingress in Ams-
terdam to one in New York, and learned not to advertise the same
prefix to those two ingresses.

PAINTER’s initial assumptions led to poorly performing strategies
for two reasons: (a) a large percentage of the benefit was concen-
trated in a relatively few number of ingresses so a few incorrect
assumptions had outsized effects and (b) most benefit was through
transit providers but those transit providers tended to inflate routes
even over very large distances (10k+ km).

Our prototype outperforms all other strategies, even using only
one prefix since, with other strategies, too many UG𝑠 get a bad route
to some sub-optimal ingress, with little or no benefit over anycast.
PAINTER identifies which subsets of routes offer improvement and
only advertises those, refining its routing model and hence its set
of advertisements over time to replace poorly performing routes.

PAINTER saves prefixes compared to other strategies which is im-
portant to Azure since prefixes are expensive and since advertising
too many prefixes can bloat BGP routing tables [30]. In practice, we
would want to limit PAINTER’s BGP footprint to be similar to other
large cloud/content providers, which still leaves a lot of room to
optimize. For example, 8 out of 22 of the hypergiants [39] advertise
at least 500 /24 prefixes according to Routeviews [19] and Figure 6a
suggests that even 200 prefixes could get Azure roughly 90% of the
possible benefit (we cannot share the precise number). Realizing
this benefit requires at least 3× as many prefixes when advertising
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Figure 7: PAINTER advertisement benefits remain for at least a month
whether users change their prefix choice over time (Dynamic Prefix
Choices) or they do not (Static Prefix Choices).

One per Peering and is impossible with the existing strategies of
advertising One per PoP (with or without reuse).

5.1.3 Reconfiguration, Who Needs That?
Frequent announcement reconfiguration could inundate routers
and hinder the ability to predict traffic dynamics so we next assess
how frequently PAINTER’s announcements need to be updated.

Methodology. To analyze advertisement optimality over time,
we first solve for a configuration using a week of RIPE Atlas mea-
surements to ingresses before an arbitrary start date. We only use
RIPE Atlas measurements, not simulated measurements, since we
want to evaluate reactions to real network dynamics. We then evalu-
ate how optimal the fixed configuration is over time (i.e., recalculate
the fraction of benefit we achieve) with respect to updated latencies
from continuous RIPE Atlas measurements to ingresses conducted
over the following month.

Results. The solid lines in Figure 7 show the drop in benefit
over time for a few representative prefix budgets. There is minor,
random benefit degradation over time (at most 3%) which could
suggest that (a) most latency benefits are from steady state routing
inefficiency, (b) most problems that arise tend to degrade all good
route options similarly [86], and/or (c) PAINTER configurations are
resilient to new problems that arise through routing changes. To
assess how often the last case occurs, the dashed lines show the
drop in benefit over time assuming each UG continues to use its
original prefix choice at t = 0 whereas the solid lines use the original
configuration of announcements but use the routes made available
by those announcements to allow PAINTER to switch UG𝑠 to different
prefixes dynamically. Benefit loss when UG𝑠 do not switch prefixes
over time (shown by the dashed lines) is approximately 10% worse
(i.e., UG𝑠 attain about 85% of the benefit rather than about 95%),
suggesting that amajor reason PAINTER needs infrequent changes is
that it offers good backup paths to UG𝑠 , so that at each time step a low
latency path is available. Hence, PAINTER’s advertisement strategy
is naturally resilient to routing changes and so likely requires little
reconfiguration in practice.

5.2 Traffic Manager

5.2.1 Highly Deployable, Very Precise
Situating the Traffic Manager on cloud-edge network stacks
jointly optimizes PAINTER in two dimensions: deployability and
precision, which we capture in Figure 8. A solution is more de-
ployable if it can direct more traffic with less deployment effort. A
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solution is more precise if it can control finer traffic quantities at
finer time granularities and direct them over more paths to clouds.
Figure 8 qualitatively buckets these metrics to provide a simple
comparison among solutions; we quantitatively compare subsets
of these solutions on specific dimensions in subsequent sections.

Popular approaches such as anycast and DNS are highly deploy-
able (thus their popularity) but fail to give the same precise control
over traffic as PAINTER. Variants of PAINTER that use different edge
proxies—i.e., where TM-Edge is built into user applications or OSes
and/or using MPTCP/MPQUIC to steer traffic could achieve the
same precision but face deployability obstacles [11, 104]. Deploying
the Traffic Manager (specifically TM-Edge) into applications could
similarly face deployability obstacles since the frameworkmay have
to be deployed and maintained independently for each application.
Enterprise networks that use SD-WAN devices with multihoming to
optimize routing have fewer path options than PAINTER (§5.2.4),
making them less precise. Section 6 discusses related systems that
involve ISP Collaboration [80, 108], future Internets [55, 109], and
steering solely from the client network [6], but they generally offer
precise traffic control at the cost of unrealistic/unscalable assump-
tions (sacrificing deployability).

5.2.2 Fine-Grained Traffic Control
Figure 9 quantifies the benefit of PAINTER’s fine-grained traffic
control compared to other approaches, showing the network gran-
ularity at which other traffic engineering strategies steer traffic and
a possible implication of controlling traffic at coarse granularities.
Both modifying prefix announcements (BGP) and updating DNS
records (DNS) steer traffic at far coarser granularities than PAINTER,
which has latency implications for users.

Methodology. Because users relay DNS requests via recursive
resolvers, serving an updated DNS record can generally impact
all users of that resolver, which corresponds to a certain volume
of Azure traffic. BGP-based steering can modify prefix announce-
ments to peers/providers at PoPs. To obtain an optimistic bound on
the granularity at which BGP can control traffic (without PAINTER),
we assume that traffic is affected at the ⟨peering, user AS⟩ gran-
ularity (all traffic entering Azure via peering from users from a
particular AS). We choose this granularity to model a case where,
for example, Azure only updates an announcement via a specific
peering targeting a specific user AS using BGP communities. As in
DNS, affecting traffic at this granularity corresponds to a certain
volume of Azure traffic which we measure as the amount of traffic
traversing that connection from that user AS. In practice, BGP ad-
vertisement updates could shift greater or lesser amounts of traffic
than the ⟨peering, user AS⟩ level, but in any case the shifts will
be unpredictable and coarse.

To quantify the benefit of precise control, we compute benefit
over budget (as in Fig. 6a) (a) for PAINTER and (b) for PAINTER but
assuming PAINTER uses DNS to assign clients to prefixes. Using
DNS, PAINTER maps each recursive resolver to the prefix with the
best overall benefit for traffic directed by that resolver. The prefix
may be optimal for some of the resolver’s clients but not others.

Recursive resolvers could serve users at finer network granu-
larities if they support EDNS0 Client Subnet [ECS]. However,
recent work found only 72 networks worldwide use ECS [20]. Most
significantly, Google Public DNS supports it. Hence, we compute
the benefit over budget assuming traffic mapped by Google Public
DNS can be mapped per /24 using ECS.

Results. In Figure 9a we show the granularity at which each
solution affects different volumes of traffic overall (column ‘All’)
and for the top 10 PoPs (PoP-X) by volume. Each PoP is associated
with three bars for BGP, DNS, and PAINTER from left to right. The
hatching and coloring of the bars (denoted with P for Precision in
the legend) corresponds to the granularity at which each solution
controls traffic. For the example of PoP A, 64% of ingress traffic
comes from (⟨peering, user AS⟩) pairs responsible for between
10% and 100% of all traffic arriving at PoP A, meaning that, if Azure
tried to shift traffic from one of these ASes to a different peering or
path, the shift would entail at least 10% of traffic moving en masse.
For the remaining 36% of traffic, 23% comes from pairs responsible
for between 1% and 10%, 9% comes from pairs responsible for be-
tween 0.1% and 1%, and the other 4% comes from pairs responsible
for less than 0.1%. In contrast, 70% of traffic is directed by recursive
DNS resolvers that each steer between .1% and 1% of traffic arriv-
ing at PoP A, and so Azure would shift less than 1% of traffic by
changing its DNS response to any one of these resolvers allowing
more fine-grained redirection. The granularities at which each of
BGP and DNS controls traffic vary significantly across PoPs—for
example, DNS controls 100% traffic arriving at PoP A at granulari-
ties finer than 1%, whereas DNS only controls 43% of traffic at this
granularity at PoP B. PAINTER could control all traffic at the finest
granularity, since PAINTER controls individual flows.

Figure 9b quantifies one drawback of coarse control—inability to
fully benefit from the Advertisement Orchestrator’s advertise-
ment strategies. Using DNS sacrifices roughly half the benefit as is
possible with fine-grained redirection, since some DNS resolvers
serve diverse UG𝑠 for which no single path is optimal. We found that
regions with poor routing (i.e., those responsible for most of the
benefit the Advertisement Orchestrator provides) correlated
with regions that hosted LDNS serving geographically disparate
users. This correlation leads to a drastic benefit difference between
PAINTER with and without its Traffic Manager.

5.2.3 Quick, Agile Reactions
Methodology. Prior work proposed announcing unicast prefixes
and directing users to them via DNS to improve latency [21, 34].
Using DNS to improve latency raises availability concerns since
DNS reaction times are slow (§2.2). We show PAINTER realizes the
latency improvements of unicast while retaining availability.

We advertise an anycast prefix (1.1.1.0/24) at two PoPs and one
prefix to each ISP at those two PoPs. Figure 10a depicts the physical
scenario our system models (not showing all the advertisements
to remove clutter). During normal operation, PAINTER chooses a
prefix to a provider at PoP-A (2.2.2.0/24) since the path to it is lower
latency than the default anycast path. At 60 seconds, we withdraw
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Figure 9: Alternate approaches to steering ingress traffic have
coarse control (Fig. 9a) which limits the advertisement effective-
ness (Fig. 9b).
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Figure 10: PAINTER switches between two paths during PoP failure
much faster than other solutions. First (0 s) PAINTER chooses the
prefix 2.2.2.0/24. Second (60 s) PoP-A fails, so prefix 2.2.2.0/24 is with-
drawn and 1.1.1.0/24 reconverges. Third (60.03 s) PAINTER switches
over to prefix 3.3.3.0/24 at PoP-B in approximately 1 RTT.

all prefixes at PoP-A, which is meant to model a failure in the PoP
advertising PAINTER’s chosen prefix.

Results. The time series graph in Figure 10b illustrates typical
system operation during such a failure. The left axis measures la-
tency to each prefix, and the right axis measures the number of BGP
updates for the anycast prefix as seen by RIPE RIS BGP collectors
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Figure 11: PAINTER exposes more paths/PoPs than multihoming
(Fig. 11a) enhancing resilience to intermediate AS failure (Fig. 11b).

[94] which estimates BGP churn. BGP churn can cause performance
problems for the underlying paths so even after a route is avail-
able, performance problems can continue until convergence [105].
PAINTER’s selected paths are shown with highlighted lines. Prior
to failure, PAINTERmeasures five possible prefixes (the anycast and
four single-transit prefixes) and selects the prefix with lowest la-
tency (2.2.2.0/24 at PoP-A). PAINTER detects the loss of reachability
(labeled vertical line) and switches to an alternate single-transit
prefix (3.3.3.0/24) at the PoP-B within roughly an RTT, since that
destination has the next-lowest latency. Over many experiments
we found the Traffic Manager typically detected failure within
1.3 RTTs (the theoretical minimum is 1

2 RTT).
PAINTER’s reaction times represent an order of magnitude of

improvement over existing techniques—typical BGP convergence
times are on the order of minutes [116] and DNS TTLs are usually
between 1 and 10 minutes [4, 73]. It took one second for the anycast
address to become reachable after withdrawal (red region), and
roughly 15 seconds to converge to the final path as shown by the
spike in RIPE RIS updates and the change in latency for the anycast
path at around 80 seconds. The figure assumes DNS takes 60s to
respond to failure (yellow region), but actual failover time would
depend on many factors (e.g., client OS, last-mile caches, TTL at the
time of failure [4]). Although anycast availability is good compared
to DNS (1 second loss), PAINTER’s is near optimal (30 ms).

5.2.4 Exposing More Paths
We now compare PAINTER to SD-WAN which has been around for
decades and has path-switching capabilities for performance and
resilience. SD-WAN devices typically select between paths via a mul-
tihomed enterprises’ ISPs, or a direct path to Azure if the network
has a direct peering. We use the term SD-WAN below to refer to this
capability to select among ISPs, and evaluate PAINTER against this
scenario. Figure 11a shows that PAINTER exposes more paths and
PoPs than selecting among ISPs, enhancing resilience.

Methodology. We compute paths that SD-WAN and PAINTER
would have to Azure for all UG𝑠 . We first compute the number of
paths for SD-WAN by counting the number of ISPs for each UG for
which we see traffic to Azure, adding one additional path if the
UG’s AS connects directly to Azure. An SD-WAN device could use
these different paths if it tunneled traffic through each of these



ISPs, or the direct connection. We also note the ingress PoP for
each of these paths through ISPs, assuming that, were traffic from
an SD-WAN device to be routed through a provider to Azure, the
traffic would be routed similarly to Azure clients in that ISP. This
assumption is reasonable since routing is destination-based.

To calculate the number of paths for PAINTER, we tabulate pos-
sible PoPs that Azure clients may ingress in by looking at the PoPs
at which 90% of user traffic in that UG’s geographic region ingress
according to Azure logs. We do not consider all PoPs to remove
high-latency routes. This restriction likely does not overestimate
low-latency PoP choices, given that prior work found 90% of traffic
in a large CDN reaches a PoP within 1,000 km of the closest possible
[54]. We then count the number of policy-compliant paths from
that AS through peerings at each of these PoPs to Azure according
to the common definition of policy-compliant [37] using BGP data.

After calculating policy-compliant routes, we form two esti-
mates of the number of paths PAINTER could expose. As a lower
bound, we consider one path per peering, while as an upper bound
we consider all policy-compliant paths. The lower bound corre-
sponds to counting Azure ingresses for UG𝑠 (which is what our
Advertisement Orchestrator exposes), whereas the upper bound
models a hypothetical Advertisement Orchestrator that an-
nounces prefixes with different advertisement attributes to expose
even more paths (e.g., prepending) as in prior work [100].

Finally, to quantify PAINTER’s added resilience, for each UG we
compute the fraction of ASes in the default path to Azure that we
could avoid with PAINTER and with SD-WAN. We tabulate ASes on
paths using traceroutes from clients [22].

Results.Most networks have only 2 or three ISPs and so only
have 2 or 3 paths to choose from with SD-WAN. Figure 11 shows
PAINTER offers 23more paths than SD-WAN formost UG𝑠 , and it offers
at least 40 more paths for 25% of UG𝑠 (Best Policy-Compliant
Paths) as shown by Figure 11a. All Policy-Compliant Paths
indicates that PAINTER could expose far more by manipulating
advertisements. PAINTER offers policy-compliant routes to 4 more
nearby PoPs than SD-WAN for 10% of UG𝑠 (PoPs).

Having more paths could help route around congestion or fail-
ures in intermediate ASes. Figure 11b shows that, for 90.7% of UG𝑠 ,
PAINTER can redirect traffic through a policy-compliant path that
avoids all ASes on the default path, but the same is only true for
69.5% of UG𝑠 for SD-WAN. Hence, it is more likely that PAINTER could
avoid routing problems introduced by intermediate ASes.

6 RELATEDWORK
Egress Traffic Engineering. There are large scale systems that
steer egress traffic, selecting one of multiple paths to client prefixes
to either improve performance [58, 87, 110] or optimize peering
costs [88, 113]. PAINTER coexists with and acts independently of
these systems, improving end-to-end path latency.

Ingress Traffic Engineering. PECAN issues multiple adver-
tisements to a single ISP to expose routes and uses DNS to steer
traffic [100]. PAINTER is more agile than DNS and works at scale
in a global cloud—it is unclear how PECAN’s design (tested with a
single ISP) translates to this setting. Another study used a combi-
nation of MPTCP and SD-WAN to steer traffic across tunnels to the
cloud [112]; PAINTER differs in that it investigates which computes
which tunnels to set up. Other work steers traffic by advertising
prefixes to different ISPs [97], but does not scale to networks like
Azure with thousands of peerings.

Research investigated the efficacy of using DNS [23, 56, 76],
anycast [21, 111], or a combination [22, 34] to steer traffic. Concur-
rent work looks at regional anycast announcements where DNS
maps clients to regions [115]. PAINTER can work on top of such
deployments to add agility and precision. One company uses tight
coordination to map hypergiant traffic to ISP ingresses [80]. Our
current implementation only requires the enterprise to deploy a
cloud-edge stack that Azure can control, but PAINTER’s architec-
ture could use edge proxies that do not require coordination with
the enterprise (§2.3). PAINTER never requires coordination with
networks in between the proxy and the cloud. TIPSY infers where
traffic will end up if announcements are withdrawn [64], an or-
thogonal problem. Anyopt exposes paths using advertisements, but
does not scale to deployments with thousands of ingresses [111].

Contemporaneous work called Tango exposed multiple paths by
advertising multiple prefixes and tunneled traffic in real-time over
the best one [17]. Despite the similar mechanisms, differences in
the settings lead to Tango addressing different challenges than the
ones needed in our setting. Tango exposed performant paths on the
public Internet between distributed edge networks that lacked a
private WAN between them, where the path choices were between
a few transit providers each for a few tens of data centers. PAINTER
instead optimizes paths between the cloud and edge networks such
as enterprises and 5G edges. Azure has thousands of paths to choose
from and hundreds of thousands of user groups to simultaneously
optimize for [71]. This difference in focus and scale introduces
different challenges that Tango does not address (§2.4).

The IETF’s Path Aware Networking research group proposed
several ingress traffic engineering solutions [46]—PAINTER incor-
porates those lessons (e.g., immediate deployability) into its design.
Masque is an IETF effort which could enable performance/security-
enhancing QUIC proxies [48]; PAINTER uses “proxies” but to en-
hance route diversity. Emerging/futuristic routing technologies
[6, 109] or architectures [55] could facilitate ingress traffic engi-
neering. Miro also exposes more paths and tunnels traffic over these
paths [108], but relies on a proposed extension to BGP that requires
adoption from every ISP in the path, making deployment more
challenging. PAINTER is designed to exist in today’s Internet with
no cooperation from intermediate ISPs.

Client-Side Reliability. Systems exist for measuring client
performance at scale [18, 22]. PAINTER both measures and solves
networking-related performance problems but, unlike prior work,
cannot measure application-layer issues.

7 CONCLUSIONS
PAINTER lowers latency and enhances resilience for cloud services.
It is widely deployable due to the growing prevalence of edge prox-
ies. By enbracing new network management trends PAINTER simul-
taneously enhances control and solves problems that clouds face
today. We see PAINTER as the first of many such systems that will
define tomorrow’s Internet.
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Figure 12: Coverage of policy-compliant ingresses at various geoloca-
tion uncertainties (12a) and median absolute difference in estimated
and actual latency (12b).

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-
reviewed.

A RESIDENTIAL NETWORK DATA
To demonstrate the limited ability of clouds to quickly redirect
network traffic due to the prevalence of DNS TTL violations, we
passively collected traffic from 12 residential buildings managed by
Columbia University. One building accommodates returning and
nontraditional students, while the other buildings house graduate
students, faculty, staff, and their families. All the buildings have
20-50 private or shared apartments, and approximately 400 rental
units are in the dataset. The university serves as the residents’ ISP,
and they share the set of recursive DNS resolvers by default.

To protect user privacy, our data collection process adheres to
existing anonymization best practices [53]—it anonymizes privacy-
sensitive fields (e.g., MAC addresses and IP addresses) and discards
the payload at collection time. We use Gulp to capture the traffic
[83], tshark to extract non-sensitive information (e.g., protocol, TLS
SNI, DNS A record) [28], and cryptoANT to anonymize privacy-
sensitive fields [107]. We discard the payload above layer 4 except
for TLS fields and DNS packets. Cryptographic anonymization keys
are rotated every six hours. The privacy and security team of the
IT department at Columbia University thoroughly reviewed and
approved the data collection process, and our Institutional Review
Board (IRB) declared that our project is not human-subjects research
and does not require further review.

To obtain our results regarding DNS dynamics (§2.2), we pas-
sively captured all traffic sent to and from residential units during

10-11 am and all DNS traffic from 5-11 am during December 1-23,
2022. Packets with the same 5-tuple in the IP header (transport
protocol, source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port)
in a 6 hour window are considered as a single flow, and flows are
associated with the latest DNS record that was transmitted to the
same residential IP and included the destination IP in the DNS
response. Since only 0.06% of flows are paired with DNS records be-
tween 5-6am and extending the collection period does not notably
increase the number of matched flows, we limited our use of DNS
records to 6 hours to match an one-hour capture of network traffic.
Our methodology for matching traffic to DNS records is similar to
that in prior work [4].

B INGRESS LATENCY ESTIMATION
Azure connects to other organizations at over 200 PoPs around
the world [70]. We wished to estimate latency to Azure through
specific ingresses, as we could not conduct advertisements from
Azure for operational reasons. The key idea of our methodology
was to estimate the latency through an ingress as the latency to
an IP address in the peer/provider’s IP space physically close to
the corresponding ingress. Here we thoroughly explain our target-
determination methodology, estimate how accurate our ingress
latency approximation heuristic is, and describe how we chose
allowable target geolocation uncertainty.

Methodology. Azure’s peerings are often between two physical
interfaces on peering routers. Oftentimes, these interfaces are as-
signed IP addresses belonging to either an Azure or peer/provider’s
subnet (each case occurs roughly half the time). We use the latency
to the interface’s IP address as a proxy for latency through that
ingress if the address was in the peer/provider’s IP space. We could
not target IP addresses in Azure’s IP space since Azure advertises
covering prefixes for these addresses at all PoPs (hence the route
is the same as the anycast route). In this way, we were only able
to obtain target addresses for fewer than 500 ingresses as many
addresses were unresponsive.

To find targets for the remaining (vast majority of) ingresses, we
obtained lists of candidate IP addresses by (a) crawling RIPE Open
IPMap [81] and Maxmind [65], (b) parsing Azure traceroutes from
clients, and (c) using RDNS hints (specifically using Hoiho [62]). We
exclude addresses known to be anycast according to a publicly avail-
able list [89]. We confirmed target locations using measurements
from RIPE Atlas probes with known locations. The geolocation
uncertainty of each target was then the minimum latency from any
RIPE Atlas probe to the address converted to distance in fiber, plus
the distance from the RIPE Atlas probe to the associated ingress’s
PoP. We conducted a secondary check that targets were not anycast
by checking for speed of light violations when measuring to targets
from several RIPE Atlas probes.

We were only able to find a subset of ingress targets at a given
geolocation uncertainty due to the limitations (i.e., coverage) of our
geolocation methodology. To quantify how representative ingress
targets were for a given geolocation uncertainty, we tabulated all
⟨UG, ingress⟩ tuples for which a path from the UG through the
ingress could be policy-compliant (§3.1) and for which an ingress
target was geolocated to within the uncertainty.

For the purposes of determining our coverage, we excluded
⟨UG, ingress⟩ tuples which were unlikely to provide latency ben-
efits to that UG. We say an ingress at a PoP is unlikely to provide
latency benefits if the anycast latency from that UG is lower than
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Figure 14: Range of latency benefits for each strategy over prefix bud-
get, computed using real (14a) and simulated (14b) measurements.
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Figure 13: Packet journey through PAINTER. TM-Edge tunnels client
traffic along different ingress paths (1-2), TM-PoP NATs client traffic
(3-4), and sends the traffic back to TM-Edge who forwards it to the
client (5-6).

the distance from the UG to the PoP converted to the speed of light
in fiber (i.e., the best possible latency to the PoP). For example, we
do not count policy-compliant ingresses at Azure’s Chicago PoP
for a UG in Ashburn (900 km) towards our coverage if that UG had
anycast latency < 9 ms (speed of light in a direct fiber path). To
calculate our coverage metric we divide each UG’s traffic volume
evenly among its possible ingresses and accumulate volume over
ingresses for which we have a target.

In addition to ensuring we had broad coverage of ingresses,
assessed the accuracy of our latency estimates by comparing es-
timated latencies to actual latencies through the corresponding

peerings to Azure for a subset of cases. We conducted traceroutes
from RIPE Atlas probes to Azure’s anycast address and tabulated a
list of ⟨probe, peering⟩ tuples corresponding to cases where we
observed a known peering connection’s IP address in the traceroute.
We compared the minimum latencies reported by traceroutes to our
estimated latencies. We bucket absolute latency differences by ge-
olocation uncertainty and in Figure 12b plot the median difference
for each bucket.

Results. In Figure 12a we show our coverage of ingresses
(weighted according to the above metric) at different maximum
geolocation uncertainties. In Figure 12b we show how ingress
target latencies compared to actual latencies through those
ingresses at different geolocation geolocation uncertainties.

Figure 12a demonstrates that we geolocate more targets, and
thus cover significantly more ingresses, as we admit less precise tar-
get geolocation. In particular, the “knee” of the curve is at around a
geolocation accuracy of 400 km. Our target coverage when restrict-
ing to RIPE Atlas probes and when considering all UG𝑠 are similar,
likely since RIPE Atlas probes tend to be in UG𝑠 that generate lots
of Azure traffic volume.

Figure 12b shows the median absolute difference between our
targets and the actual latency to Azure. Figure 12b demonstrates
that latencies agree as we require more geolocation accuracy in our
ingress targets. We chose to use targets within an uncertainty of 450
km for our evaluations since this uncertainty gives a nice tradeoff
between coverage (80.6% of Azure volume) and methodological
accuracy (median comparisons within 2 ms).

Close inspection revealed that disagreements in latencies at
low geographic uncertainty are likely due to inflation inside the
peer/provider’s AS to Azure specifically or on the reverse path from
Azure to the probe—i.e., the path to our ingress target was direct
and low latency, whereas the path to/from Azure was circuitous.
Hence, these cases still indicate room for latency improvement al-
though realizing those improvements might not be feasible through
advertisements to peers/providers if they route Azure traffic ineffi-
ciently.

C SIMULATING MEASUREMENTS FROM UG𝑠
To evaluate the Advertisement Orchestrator on a much larger
set of UG𝑠 than are represented by RIPE Atlas probes, we simulate
measurements from UG𝑠 for which there is no available RIPE Atlas
probe. We consider the set of UG𝑠 that represent 99% of Azure traffic
volume, as this significantly reduces computational complexity (i.e.,
the number of UG𝑠 we need to consider).

We first tabulate the set of all policy-compliant ingresses from
UG𝑠 to Azure through Azure’s peerings. Then, for each UG, we find
all RIPE Atlas probes within 500 km of the UG whose median any-
cast latency to Azure is within 10 ms of the UG’s anycast latency.
We determine anycast latencies from Azure’s global measurement
system [22].

Finally, we take the union of all improvements these RIPE Atlas
probes saw along all their policy-compliant ingresses as a set of
‘representative improvements’. For each policy-compliant ingress
for the UG in question, we then randomly draw improvements over
anycast from this set of representative improvements.

As an example, assume a UG in East US is physically close to a
RIPE Atlas probe and experiences similar anycast latency to Azure.
Assume this probe sees ingress latencies relative to anycast of -5 ms,
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Figure 15: PAINTER scales linearly in the number of required prefixes
with deployment size (15a), and naturally provides a tradeoff be-
tween benefit uncertainty and prefix cost via a tunable parameter
(Dreuse) (15b).

0 ms, 0 ms, and 3 ms. Then, hypothetical latencies from the UG along
its (possibly different) policy-compliant ingresses will be randomly
drawn from this distribution. Intuitively, probes in areas with “good”
routing (i.e., little improvement over anycast) will induce simulated
measurements for nearby UG𝑠 with “good” routing while areas with
bad routing will induce simulated measurements with bad routing
in those areas.

D TRAFFIC MANAGER TUNNELING MECHANISM
The Traffic Manager uses a tunneling mechanism similar to some
used by SD-WAN solutions [26] since it requires no endpoint modifi-
cation.

We show a typical packet’s journey through PAINTER using our
tunneling mechanism in Figure 13. Packets generated by clients
reach TM-Edge (1), which encapsulates traffic in UDP datagrams
and sets the destination IP address of the outer packet according
to the optimal path to Azure (2) (§3.2). TM-PoPs decapsulate traffic
arriving at the other end of the optimal path. TM-PoP NATs the
traffic, storing the client’s source port and IP address in a lookup
table (‘Known Flows’) to retrieve later (3). TM-PoP acts as a NAT to
ensure return traffic goes back through the tunnel (not directly to
the client). TM-PoP receives response traffic from services (4) and,
using the lookup table, replaces the destination address with the cor-
responding client IP address. TM-PoP then re-encapsulates response
traffic and sends it to the corresponding TM-Edge (5) which then de-
capsulates the traffic and forwards it to the client (6). Each TM-PoP

has multiple IP addresses/NICs and so handles 65k connections for
each IP address, spread across all TM-Edges.

Scaling to Azure. TM-Edge performsminimal operations on pack-
ets, looking up optimal destinations for flows and encapsulating
packets so as to route traffic toward these destinations. The added
overhead of the UDP header (approximately 16 bytes per 1400) is
a small price to pay for the performance improvements PAINTER
provides. PAINTER scales linearly with the number of edge prox-
ies since TM-Edges only communicate directly to other TM-PoPs.
PAINTER similarly scales with the number of PoPs since there need
only be one TM-PoPs per PoP.

E ADVERTISEMENT ORCHESTRATOR FURTHER
ANALYSIS

E.1 Benefit Ranges over Budget
In Section 5.1 we showed estimated latency benefits for each ad-
vertisement strategy. In Figure 14, we explicitly show the entire
range of possible benefits from a ‘Lower’ to an ‘Upper’ bound. The
‘Mean’ line corresponds to an unweighted average across all possi-
ble ingresses, whereas the ‘Estimated’ corresponds to a weighted
average, where the weights assume inflated paths are less likely
(§5.1). The set of possible ingresses for a UG corresponds to the
set of policy-compliant ingresses over which the Advertisement
Orchestrator advertises the prefix the UG𝑠 selects. UG𝑠 select the
highest ‘Mean’ prefix over all their prefix choices (Eq. (2)).

One per PoP strategies have very large ranges of possible benefits
since they advertise prefixes via all peerings at PoPs, and so expose
many (possibly poor) valid ingresses for UG𝑠 . Hence, these strategies
tend to quickly achieve high Upper performance bounds (since they
quickly make all ingresses possible to reach, in theory), but do not
provide high Mean or Estimated benefits since UG𝑠 may be routed
to worse ingresses. In practice, larger ranges mean that some UG𝑠
will be routed optimally while some will not, as was observed in
prior work [21].

PAINTER’s intelligent prefix reuse from far-away PoPs and via
peerings with non-overlapping customer cones allows it to quickly
achieve most latency benefit with little uncertainty. The One per
Peering strategy has no uncertainty since it advertises a unique
prefix via each peering, but it uses at least 3× the number of prefixes
as PAINTER to yield the same latency benefit.

E.2 Scale and Uncertainty
Figure 15 summarizes the Advertisement Orchestrator’s con-
vergence properties with respect to two parameters: deployment
size and the minimum reuse distance (Dreuse). Figure 15a shows that
the required number of prefixes to obtain various percent benefits
scales linearly with deployment size, so we can expect system over-
head to grow proportionally with Azure growth. Hence PAINTER’s
required resources to calculate and deploy latency-improving ad-
vertisements scale with the many peerings that several clouds have
[9], unlike prior work [100, 111].

Figure 15b shows that increasing Dreuse leads to less uncertainty
about user benefit, but requires more prefixes to obtain benefit
for users. As more uncertainty may lead to more incorrect latency
prediction heuristics, decreasing Dreuse may require more learning
iterations for convergence in practice.

To generate this figure, we calculate PAINTER solutions over a
range of Dreuse and calculate (a) how many prefixes PAINTER needs



to obtain 99% of the benefit (upper range) to quantify solution cost
and (b) the difference between the upper and estimated ranges
in Figure 6a at 99% benefit (upper range) to quantify benefit un-
certainty. As we make more “reasonable” assumptions about path
inflation (increasing Dreuse), our uncertainty about user benefit

decreases. We use Dreuse = 3,000 in Figure 6a as it provides a de-
cent tradeoff between uncertainty and cost. This is in contrast to
other solutions (e.g., One per PoP) which provide no way to control
benefit uncertainty (and have quite high uncertainty).
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